Travelers coments

I had a very short timeframe when I could tour Buenos Aires and Carina and
her driver were able to help me make the most of it. We packed so much
into 2 hours and Carina was so flexible in matching the activities to my
interests and the time I had. In addition, they were able to drop me off at
the airport alleviating additional charges. I would highly recommend Carina
and look forward to visiting Argentina again when I can more time seeing
the wonderful cities and country. Thanks Carina!!! Sott H. from USA

Carina is an excellent guide that knows all the detail about the areas to be
visited and has the ability to present facts in an interesting, friendly and
comprehensive way. She has made our visit to BA a pleasure from the
planning phase to the actual visit. We are honored to regard her as a friend
and can recommend her without any hesitation. Carina, thanks for a
wonderful time with you in BA. Johan C. from South Africa

Carina was a delightful host to our tour of Buenos Aires. She has
tremendous energy and a good sense of humor. She also made many good
suggestions to us regarding places to see on our own. David M. United
States

Both Jim and I enjoyed it thoroughly. Carina was so welcoming to us and we
felt we were with a friend. We would highly recommend Carina for anyone
to have a tour with. It will be our fondest memory of the trip. We wish you
the best. Jim & Pat Hanasch

Carina was extremely knowledgeable about Buenos Aries and proud of her
city. She made the tour very interesting and set me on a path for a
wonderful stay in the city. Thomas Atwood, Panama

This was a great tour with a wonderful guide Carina! Thank you to Carina's
passion and knowledge, the tour covered all important sites, and gave us a
perfect overview of Buenos Aires. Our car (Mercedes minivan) was very
comfortable, and the pickup from the ship terminal was timely and easy.
Laura Lerner, United States

Carina was excellent. She was very knowledgeable in all aspects of our 7
hour tour. She gave us a personal tour in a contemporary Art Gallery and a
Museum, and she knew everything. Carina"s English was excellent and she
was flexable. We called her two days before, and she even delayed the tour
a day for us and took us way out to the airport. Dick Sitts, United States

Carina was an exceptional tour guide. She went out of her way to create my
customized tour. If it were not for her help, I would not have had the same
unique opportunities in Buenos Aires… and what turned out to be the trip of
a lifetime.
I was so pleased with Carina’s dedication and knowledge that I booked her
services for another full day during my trip. With her help, I was able to
venture out of popular tourist sites to create an authentic Argentine
experience. Carina is organized. Brittany C. USA

We were a group of 16 Canadians arriving by cruise ship to Buenos Aires.
Carina looked after us for 4 days. She is fantastic. We enjoyed every minute
with her and felt we had made a life long friend by the end. She is energetic,
funny and knowledgeable. If you are lucky enough to book her, you won't
be disappointed. Beverly W. Canada

